Southampton Cycling Campaign
Newsletter
Copy deadline for autumn/winter 2014 issue: 10 October 2014 please.

Welcome to our spring/summer newsletter
Whether you have been cycling all your life or only recently learnt to ride a
bike; whether you regularly cycle 100k or do no more than potter around the
city, you will find something of interest in this newsletter. When you have
finished with it, please leave it where it will be found by another cyclist, such as
in a staff room or doctor's waiting room, or pass it on to a cycling friend or
colleague.
2013 was an extremely busy year for the Cycling Campaign and 2014 looks as
though it will be the same. The Campaign makes representations on behalf of
local cyclists when new cycle facilities are under consideration, when road
works are planned which impact on cyclists and, regrettably, when we are
faced with the removal of cycle facilities such as the Second Avenue cycle
contra-flow. Sometimes we are consulted on proposals, as we were in the case
of the Lovers Walk improvements, but often it is the beady eyes of members
across the city spotting planning applications posted on lampposts that alerts
us to impending changes that require our attention.
However, we also have time to enjoy ourselves. We have a programme of rides
in surrounding countryside, free and open to all, a variety of rides in Bike Week,
a summer BBQ and an informal meeting each month at a local pub in addition
to our regular monthly meeting on the second Monday at the Friends Meeting
House.
If you would like to join Southampton Cycling Campaign please complete the
form on the back page and send to membership secretary, Sue Colbourne. You
do not need to be a member to come along to meetings and get involved but the
Campaign receives no outside funding and depends on members' subscriptions
to be able to continue its work for a better deal for Southampton cyclists.
Lindsi Bluemel
Secretary
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CAMPAIGN MEETINGS
Our Monday meetings are held at the Friends Meeting House, Ordnance Road
(off London Rd, side door) at 7.30 pm, starting with tea/coffee and chat, on the
second Monday of each month (except Bank Holidays); we are a friendly group
and welcome visitors and new members. You don’t need to be a member to
participate in meetings.
We also have monthly Tuesday meetings, less formal and held at a suitable
city centre pub, which provide an opportunity to discuss issues at greater
length. These meetings take place on Tuesdays fifteen days after the Monday
meeting and members are informed of the venue via the group email. If you are
not a Campaign member but would like to join us at the pub, please contact the
secretary for dates and venues: lindsibluemel@hotmail.co.uk 023 8033 2926

RIDES FOR ALL
Southampton Cycling Campaign has a monthly ride open to all cyclists. Most
rides are around 20 miles and take place on a Saturday or Sunday morning but
we also have occasional whole day and summer evening rides.
Forthcoming rides:
13th April Over the Hamble to Hollyhill Leaving Woolston Stn at 10 am
4th May Isle of Wight Randonee Join Campaign members on the 8 am ferry
24th May Brummell Bummel Comemorative ride remembering local cyclist
Mark Brummell Leaving the Waterloo Arms, Freemantle at 10 am
28th June Hythe Highways and Byways 9.30 am ferry from Town Quay
19th July Countryside to Coast Full day ride exploring the Meon Valley Leaving
Riverside Park at 10 am
16th August Fresh Air and Freedom
at Farley Mount Leaving Dunbridge
Stn at 10 am
See website for full information.
Lindsi Bluemel
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HAMPSHIRE AND ISLANDS CHURCHES RIDE
On Saturday 14th September a group of 10 cyclists from the campaign took part in
the annual Ride & Stride, which is in aid of the Hampshire & the Islands Historic
Churches Trust. We started at the Cowherds at 10am to cycle for the day into the
Test Valley and visit some churches on the way. We went north to Ampfield and
looked at the church here, then using bridleways and country lanes we continued
north to look at the ancient village churches at Farley and Ashley, then west to Up
Somborne and Kings Somborne, where we
stopped for lunch at the Crown. After lunch we
crossed the Test via the Clarendon Way and
looked at Bossington (outside) and Mottisfont.
We could have visited several more but time
prevented us. The day was a very enjoyable one
with the route expertly planned by Lindsi.
(Thanks, Lindsi !!!) The only thing which we did
not do was get sponsored to visit the region's
historic churches. The Churches Trust suggest that the sum you raise is divided
equally between the Trust and the church of your choice. So we'll have to try and
do that for next year.
Tim Wakely

RIDING IN THE RAIN
Last winter challenged my wet weather gear. I’ve
always been a fan of the bicycle cape – now sadly
hard to come by in local bike shops, so when mine
disintegrated I resorted to waterproof jacket and
trousers. I still seemed to get wet! Without a cape to
cover everything I found I needed waterproof
gloves, and anything carried in the front basket (yes,
I have an old fashioned wicker one) needs two
layers of plastic to ensure dryness. Waterproofs are
much more complicated to put on at the roadside (I am always an optimist if it
isn’t actually raining at the time I set off). Capes do have their downside. In
windy weather they act dangerously like sails. They also have an irritating habit
of collecting water in the hollow in front of your body, and I find if I use the
loops for attaching to the handlebars the fabric soon rips. Nevertheless I was
pleased when I finally found one on the internet – just as the wet weather
turned into a mini heat wave!
Angela Cotton
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CENTRAL STATION TO MILLBROOK STATION PATH
There is a path running from the south side of Central Station (not signed - you
have to look for it!) to Millbrook Station which provides a direct route for
cyclists and pedestrians. It was not included when the definitive Rights of Way
map was drawn up a few years ago (it was on the original list but subsequently
withdrawn) and therefore has no official designation, receives no maintenance
or signage and is not included on the cycle map.
Although it is extremely useful, by far the quickest route between Millbrook and
Central Stations, the lack of maintenance has resulted in a path resembling a
bridleway. Had this path been improved for cyclists, it would have provided a
good alternative to Mountbatten Way for cyclists working in retail, leisure and
business south of Central Station. There is currently no convenient, safe route
from the west to the south side of the station; many commuting cyclists use
Mountbatten Way and tragically there have been two cyclist deaths on this busy
road.
However, we have been informed
that Railtrack wishes to use the
land over which this path runs in
order to lay an additional track
and at some point in the near
future it will cease to exist. A
consultation will take place with
cyclists, pedestrians and other
interested parties in order to
consider alternative routes for
the path, at which Chris Jenkins
and Chris Bluemel will represent
the Cycle Campaign. As all the
land to the south of the present path is owned by ABP, the possibilities for rerouting the path look limited. We will keep local cyclists updated on our
website www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk. Meanwhile, if you are
concerned about the future of this path you should make your views known to
your local councillor, the Active Travel Officer (Dale Bostock) or the Rights of
Way Officer (David Blakeway).
Lindsi Bluemel
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TEST VALLEY BIKE USER GROUP MEETING
Jim Probert, John Heath, Eleanor Vamplew, Lindsi Bluemel and Eric Reed
attended the Test Valley BUG meeting on 3rd April. Issues discussed included:
Cycle facility on Hut Hill Sustrans has carried out a feasibility study for a cycle
path adjacent to the carriageway on Hut Hill which runs from Eastleigh Asda to
the Chilworth Roundabout (Bournemouth Rd and Winchester Rd) and for many
cyclists is their route to work. Unfortunately there is currently no money for the
work to be carried out, but as and when funding becomes available the
existence of the feasibility study will enable work to proceed without delay.
Redesign of part of Romsey town centre This will see the existing
carriageway and raised footway replaced with a level surface, the aim being to
make it easier for disabled people to get about and create an area prioritising
walking and cycling over motor vehicles. The plans are not as radical as "shared
space" schemes as the footway will be demarked with distinctive paving but it
is a move in the right direction and will be a great improvement.
Test Valley cycle strategy - see John Heath's report on this, p10.
Also discussed: inadequate cycle bypasses in Lee Lane - Vivienne to follow this
up; route from Mill Lane to Testwood Lakes which currently involves lifting
bikes over a style - Vivienne has asked for the Lakes to be made accessible for
disabled people which will require removing the style and thus also benefit
cyclists; possibility of cycle "nodes" in Romsey centre providing cyclists with
information and possibly services such as bike doctor and bike hire.
Lindsi Bluemel

CAN YOU REPAIR THINGS?
(Not just bikes!) Transition Southampton plans to set
up a “Repair Cafe” (see www.repaircafe.org) is
looking for volunteer repairers – anything from
metalwork or woodwork to sewing or computers.
The idea is that people can bring portable objects to be repaired that would
otherwise be thrown out – sharing a cuppa and sitting with the repairer to
learn (where appropriate) how it’s done. Expenses and consumables will be
paid for.
For more info contact Angela Cotton at greenangel@phonecoop.coop
or 023 8055 6817
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ITCHEN BRIDGE/SALTMARSH
RD/ALBERT RD/ALBERT RD
NORTH/CENTRAL BRIDGE
JUNCTION
There are clearly some problems for
cyclists at this new junction and their
views have been extensively aired through
social media and on the letters pages of the
Daily Echo. Following a meeting on 10th March with Balfour Beattie engineer
Hiong Ching Hii and head of Urban Movement John Dales, the Campaign was
asked to submit a response to the junction. After discussion at the March
meeting and two informal gatherings the following was drawn up as
representing members' views and sent to Hii:
Southampton Cycling Campaign has discussed the new junction at the last three
meetings and the comments/suggestions below have been agreed. Two of the
meetings were informal, the third was a regular monthly meeting and the
minutes are attached. Most members have used the junction and some have in
addition spent time observing how other cyclists are using it. General
comments:
1) Members appreciate the time and effort that has been put into the design
and construction of the new junction and support the aims of improving cycling
infrastructure in the city.
2) The green lines in the central section of the junction are confusing. To
inexperienced cyclists they resemble cycle lanes and give a false sense of
security.
3) The cycle lane inside the left-turn lane on the north side of Central Bridge
places cyclists going straight ahead in a dangerous position. Motorists will
expect bicycles in this lane to be turning left giving rise to the possibility of
collisions.
4) Some cyclists are turning right in the standard way ie on approach to the
junction, moving into the outside lane.
5) It is not obvious to cyclists that the arrow/bicycle symbol indicates the
position a right-turning cyclist should move into.
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6) Cyclists have been observed using a variety of routes to negotiate the
junction including: following the green strips; dismounting and walking across
at the pedestrian crossings; cycling across at the pedestrian crossings; turning
right from the outside lane; turning right from the inside lane; using the rightturn facility as designed (this last probably a minority of right-turning cyclists).
Suggestions for improvements:
1) ASL boxes should be full width.
2) Saltmarsh Road and Albert Road North traffic lights should operate
consecutively to avoid conflict between Saltmarsh Rd vehicles turning right and
Albert Rd North vehicles turning left (this has been observed).
3) A speed limit of 20 mph should apply to the junction and. all approach roads
and be enforced.
4) Information boards should be erected at various points to show cyclists how
the junction should be used.
Lindsi Bluemel

FIRST MEETING OF CYCLE FORUM
The newly formed Cycle Forum, headed by Councillor Andrew Pope (himself a
keen cyclist), held its first meeting in the Civic Centre on 25th March. There was
a good representation of cycling organisations, training providers, Sustrans and
Campaign members and there were reps from the health service and SW
Trains. Andrew chaired the meeting which was also attended by Transport and
Environment Councillor, Jacqui Rayment.
After introductions there was discussion of the role of the Forum followed by a
presentation by Dale of the Cycling Strategy. The Forum will only meet
quarterly but much of the work will be carried out by working parties formed
to look at specific issues (such as signage) and these may meet more regularly. I
requested that the Campaign be permitted to send different reps to each
meeting as we had members who were very knowledgeable in specific areas
(eg Second Ave, Lovers Walk) and it made sense for them to attend when these
issues were on the agenda; this was agreed. Cycling members of the public
(number limited) can attend if they respond to the invitation on twitter.
Minutes can be seen on the Campaign website
www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
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TOWN TO UNIVERSITY CYCLE ROUTE
The meetings about the cycle route from town to university continue... with
some agreement and some disagreement.
- The raised crossing at Westwood Rd is due to be put in very soon - with the
road closed for a few weeks I think due to drainage etc. Unfortunately there
won't be space for a bus or even a car to turn in and stop - so better than
nothing but not ideal.
- The raised crossing at Winn Rd should have space for a bus, and I asked if the
bus stop and parking places could be moved ahead of the scheme, to improve
visibility.
- Disagreement about bits of the route, especially Furzedown Rd, where it
would be much better for cyclists if the unrestricted parking was taken away.
- Disagreement about access to the university from the route - the slope and
steps area are going to have work done, costing an amazingly large amount of
money - but no ramp.
Since the last meeting there have been 3 small ridiculous patches of tarmac
added outside 1-5 Highfield Rd. I am making a fuss about this being a complete
waste of time and money, when the post bit is the worst bit on this short bit of
path, and nothing has been done (yet again).
I always enjoy the resurfaced strip in Highfield Rd though!
Looking forward to the appalling bit between Winn and Westwood Rds being
improved within the next few years - but not holding my breath.
Lyn Brayshaw
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THE LONG GAME
Never give up, never give in

This route will provide your fill

Be inspired to continue

If you really want it, go out and get it

Outlast the others to win

The secret is deciding what

Never surrender, never be subdued

Then stay firm and totally commit

Work hard to finish what you begin

Outbidding others for that lot

Quitters or splitters don’t make
anything

Ignore detractors, laugh at their whit

Perseverance is a noble skill

Never give up, never give in

So listen to your own drum only

Always continue until you win

Passion’s at the heart of will

Never surrender, never be subdued

Keep keeping on, even if it’s lonely

You deserve to be heard

Climb any mountain, seeing each as a
hill

So carry on being you

Eventually you’ll score your hit

From 20’s plenty campaign, submitted by Dilys Gartside

SOME JOYS OF CYCLING IN JERSEY
1. Considerate, cautious and courteous drivers who stay behind bikes on
narrow roads and concede priority to them.
2. 15 mph Green Lanes, other roads 20 or 30 mph leaving a maximum of 40
mph on a few main roads.
3. Good surfaces, appreciated more because roads are narrow and often with
no pavements.
4. Authorities committed to encouraging cycling to the extent of removing at
least 100 car parking places on the
seafront to create an extremely well
used commuter route.
5. Many one way streets have 'except
cyclists' in town.
6. Bikes on the ferry at no extra cost.
7. The scenery!
Pete and Tina Davis
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TEST VALLEY: CYCLE NETWORK
PROPOSALS
A map showing proposals for the network of cycle
routes in the Lower Test Valley was presented at the
meeting of the Test Valley Bicycle User Group on 3rd
April. This is my personal view of some of the routes
shown.
To the north of Romsey there is a footpath along the old
canal at Fishlake Meadows. This is one of the routes
suggested as a cycle route, to link with an off-road path
going up the side of the main Stockbridge road to the existing cycle path at the
bottom of Sandy Lane. This would be an invaluable safe, level and pleasant
route out of Romsey. Like many of the proposals, however, it has appeared on
previous “wish list” maps from Test Valley Borough Council (TVBC), including
one produced in 1996, so cyclists should not get over-excited at this stage. The
route is shown as a dashed line in map 1.
Another route also shown in the 1996 proposals is
Lordswood Lane, running between Coxford Road in
Southampton and The Clump in Chilworth. This,
originally classified as a footpath, has now (thanks
largely to the untiring efforts of Sue Coles of South
Hants CTC) been made a Restricted Byway (though this
could change at the expected public inquiry). Cyclists
are therefore now legally entitled to use it, and I would
encourage you to do so and also record your use of it for
use as evidence. Map 2 also shows Roman Road, now
open to cyclists.
Many cyclists use the back road through Old
Chilworth Village to avoid the main road between The
Clump and North Baddesley. The 1996 proposals show
an off-road path along the main road. When I asked why
building a new path was suggested instead of using the
back road, I was told that the back road has a poor
surface and is longer. Certainly, for cyclists wanting to
get from A to B rather than just going out for a quiet
ride, the suggested new path would be very useful. (Map
3)
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Hooe Lane, between North
Baddesley and Lee Lane, is a
useful route but is also a ratrun. New housing in the area is
likely to make it busier, so the
suggestion (Map 4) of an onroad cycle route here is very
welcome. It would link with Lee
Lane via a short length of off-road path alongside the main SouthamptonRomsey road, then use Spaniards Lane to reach Lee Lane. This road is private
(although used by many cyclists) and my personal feeling is that there is a
danger that TVBC's suggesting this route may provoke a backlash from the
owners, resulting in a clampdown on the current unauthorised use.
Another new proposal which will be very
welcome to cyclists travelling from Romsey to
the west or south-west is an off-road path all the
way up Pauncefoot Hill from Romsey. This route
would run along the old A27 all the way to the
Mile Wall. It is to be hoped that, if this path is
built, it will also be suitable for cyclists
descending Pauncefoot hill, since if they stay on
the carriageway it is likely that there would be
conflict with motorists.
Cyclists riding between
Southampton and areas to the
north of Romsey often use the
road which runs north from North
Baddesley to join the main
Romsey-Winchester road near
Keats'. They then use the main
road, turning off towards Hillier's
Arboretum at the top of the hill. This route is unpleasant in that direction, but
even worse eastbound on the main road. Map 6 shows a proposal for an offroad route here, which would be most useful. Even better, it extends to (and
beyond) the Knapp turnoff, making it ideal for off-road cyclists using the
bridleways and tracks in Ampfield woods.
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The proposals on the TVBC draft cycle strategy review map also show a
proposed on-road cycle route for School Road in Woodley. This may seem
insignificant, but one of the proposals for traffic calming in the Woodley area
(proposals which seemed designed to remove cyclists from roads in the area)
was to block School Road off for all traffic, including cyclists. The Cycle Strategy
proposal is a welcome hint that cyclists will continue to be able to use this
convenient and relatively safe link.
John Heath

DRIVER ACQUITTED
The driver accused of causing the death by careless driving of David Irving on
Mountbatten Way in Dec 2012 was aquitted. It was a bright clear sunny
morning when David Irving from Wimborne parked his car in Totton and
mounted his bike to cycle on to his job at Carnival on West Quay Rd. CCTV
footage showed him to be a confident and competent cyclist travelling along
Millbrook Rd West and Mountbatten Way. He was hit from behind by Steven
Pettersen who told the court he was blinded by the sun and didn’t know what
he had hit. Other drivers gave evidence that they too had been dazzled by low
sun on an earlier bend by Paynes Rd and again where the collision occurred but
that they had seen and avoided the cyclist.
So why was Pettersen acquitted? The Judge and jury heard expert evidence
about expected driving standards and driver behaviour and were able to
empathise with it. However they also heard that the deceased cyclist appeared
to swerve which was then interpreted by the Defence as 'wobbled' and yet noone was invited to give expert evidence about cyclist behaviour, even though
Campaign members offered it freely to the Prosecution. Had they done so, the
Judge and jury would have heard that a competent cyclist may well swerve in a
controlled manner when passing a slip road such as Paynes Rd so to take the
direct line back into secondary riding position and that he may also choose to
'wobble' if he feels threatened by a following motorist getting too close or too
fast. Neither verb implies a cyclist out of control; on the contrary it indicates a
skilful cyclist who was wronged by ignorance and had no-one to speak up for
him. Until jurymen and judges are regular cyclists, drivers and pedestrians,
these injustices will continue.
For a full report on the trial which was attended daily by Campaign members,
see our website
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A TRIBUTE OF SORTS
to Robert Lee and David Irving, cyclist fatalities in Southampton 2013.
Cyclist: flesh, bone, heart, lungs, arms, legs, potential, a future, human - often
broken, sometimes crushed... This was what the cyclists killed in Southampton
in 2013 were: Robert Lee and David Irving. They were part of a family, a group
of friends, loved, just cycling home.
I cycle almost every day. Commuting during the week, for pleasure at the
weekend. My mum calls me from Ireland : ‘I keep hearing about all these cycling
accidents over there, PLEASE take care. Maybe you shouldn't....’ I hear the
worry in her voice, reassure her in that fakely patient way older sons and
daughters do. I know what she's going to say. 'No mum, I'm not going to stop,
that would be silly.' She agrees, reluctantly.
I haven’t always enjoyed cycling. I wanted a bike when I was young. But
wanting something and having it are two different things. When my sister and I
finally got bikes, we were then told we had to cycle to school, 4 miles away. Not
much fun for teenage girls who were vain enough to want to look good. We
used to get there really early so could lock up our bikes somewhere discreet
and 'fix ourselves up' After all, cycling made you slightly hot, red faced, messed
your hair up. We were as slow as a wet week. It took us an hour sometimes to
get home, a trip that should have taken half that. Perhaps some of it was the
cumbersome uniform and awkward school bag. That was my defence anyway.
In my mid twenties, I decided the time had come to get fit. Intense, long term
gymming ensued and I got fit. The long term outlasted the intensity. Duly fit, I
met my husband. I'm not saying he married me for that reason! But he loved
cycling. Ironically, it was me who was about to partake in the London to
Brighton bike ride with a friend when we met. He wasn't invited. I was not fully
aware of his love of cycling then. He was more a believer that your bike is a
means of transport and you should use it whenever possible - mainly to avoid
the car, which is expensive – expensive to run and expensive to park. I was a
leisure cyclist, cycling for fun, never keen to combine the too. In fact, I still
wasn't that taken with cycling at all.
It has taken a long time but I have been somewhat converted to his belief,
though not completely. It is easier in this weather, maybe not so in the depths
of winter. But we cycle most weekends. I am in love with cycling now. I love the
feeling of being in control of getting myself somewhere. The sheer speed of the
bike on rare, long, smooth country roads. The physical effort, the deciding
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where to go, the route planning, the stopping to check the map – sometimes too
often, the triumph of reaching the destination, the discussion on returning
home – an analysis of the day’s events, the thoughts of venturing ever further
afield.
You don't think, every time you cycle, that you might be broken, crushed. Some
days you feel more vulnerable – when you hear of a fellow cyclist’s death, when
a truck passes you just that little bit too closely, when a car cuts in front of you
at a roundabout.
But mostly, you enjoy it. There are drivers out there who are simply not aware
just how vulnerable a cyclist is, who are in such a tremendous hurry (mainly for
no important reason) that they must - at all costs – get past this Annoying
Obstruction in the road. I can feel the impatience smouldering from their
exhaust pipes. It will not, however, make me stop cycling, nor would it have
made Robert and David stop if they had lived.
A lot of motorists are careful, conscious, are aware that a few minutes delay is
not the end of the world, and will help everyone get home safely. A car comes
toward me on a narrow road, I detour briefly up onto the pavement via a
convenient drop kerb – he smiles gratefully and waves. I return his salute. If
only it were always like that.
Motorists and cyclists can travel in harmony, we all just need that little bit more
patience and never allow ourselves to be in such a hurry somewhere that we
put someone else’s life at risk. It’s that simple. And an awareness that just like
Robert and David, we are all someone’s daughter, son, wife, father and we all
have someone, waiting at the end of the phone line, waiting to hear we are ok.
Elizabeth Holmes

URGE CYCLES
We are local mobile bicycle mechanics and
offer Southampton Cycling Campaign
members a 10% discount off all General and
Full Services (excluding parts).
Our mission is always to inspire, educate and support cyclists. Our flexible and
convenient mobile services combined with a discount specifically for club
members is a great perk for your cyclists ! Please visit our website
www.urgecycles.co.uk for more details about what we do etc.
Alice Henry alice@urgecycles.co.uk
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SECOND AVENUE CONTRA-FLOW: THE FINAL BLOW
As many will know we have lost the battle over the removal of the contra-flow
in Second Avenue in Millbrook trading estate. The City's "decision Maker", the
city's chief roads engineer, over-ruled objections and has allowed 2way traffic
east/west between the entry to the new UPS (Universal Parcel Services) depot
site and Millbrook roundabout slip road. There seems to be no way of appealing
Taken as a whole the scheme to facilitate access to the new UPS site creates
extra dangers for cyclists and does not mitigate any of them. Westbound
vehicles on the A33 will still be able to turn off into Allington Road and left into
Second Avenue the short distance east to the entrance. The upshot is that many
more vehicle movements can be expected in the previously quiet industrial
estate, with more heavy HGV's but many, many more UPS brown vans
movements as well as much other traffic this site will generate. All of these will
be turning into and out of the site across cyclists who are now to be on the road
unprotected from these extra vehicles for most of the east section. For west
bound cyclists this creates the self same situation as has claimed so many lives
on London's streets, the "left hook", where many cyclists have been unwittingly
caught on the inside of a heavy vehicle turning left with tragic consequences
Whilst we feel this seriously compromises cycle safety a planning application is
still pending which will make it even worse. Time for objections to changing the
priority of the T junction at the east end of Second Avenue is past and this is
very likely to go through too. This plan creates a new bend to facilitate free flow
of all traffic into Second Avenue from the roundabout junction. Heavy vehicles
entering Second Avenue here will conflict with east bound cyclists going
straight ahead in the middle of the road as they will be theoretically "turning
right". The view from lorry cabs to see these cyclists will be impaired by trees.
We are absolutely appalled that such a blatant downgrading of one of the city's
primary cycling routes can be allowed in this way. It is even designated a
Sutrans route, No 236, deemed relatively safe for even the most inexperienced
and timid cyclists, including children. It would appear that the effects on this
important cycle route were not given proper consideration by the Council when
the original planning permission for UPS to take over the site was granted. They
allowed these changes to be made and therefore, must take full responsibility
for the consequences of creating new hazards where there were previously few.
The Campaign, along with the CTC and many individuals have objected
strongly. This is an issue which strikes at the core of how the Council really
wants to protect its cyclists and promote cycling. Pete and Tina Davis
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CONTACTS
Our aim is to improve the lot of cyclists in and around Southampton for
reasons of health, environment, economy, convenience and pleasure.
We are working to persuade the city council to provide better cycling
facilities, as well as taking our message to people on the street

Chairperson Mike Charlton mike_charlton1@btinternet.com
Membership Secretaries
Barry & Sue Colborne 39 Swift Road,
Woolston, Southampton, SO19 9FP suecolborne@virginmedia.com
Newsletter Editor Angela Cotton, 8 Summerfield Gardens,
Southampton, SO16 3DR e-mail: greenangel@phonecoop.coop
SCC Website www.southamptoncyclingcampaign.org.uk
DISCOUNT IN BIKE SHOPS
Don't forget to use your 10% discount, available in most local bike shops. Even more
importantly, persuade friends, family and colleagues who are looking to buy a new bike to
join the Campaign first, to save themselves some money and benefit us at the same time.

Membership application
Join us and help make a difference!
Name
Address
Telephone
Email
tick here if you would like to be added to the sotoncycling e-mailing list
Annual fee (please circle)
Individuals
£10 Waged / £5 Unwaged
Couples
£15 Waged / £7.50 Unwaged
Return this form with your fee to Sue Colborne, SCC Membership
Secretary,
39 Swift Road, Woolston, Southampton, SO19 9FP
Cheques payable to Southampton Cycling Campaign, please.
If you would like to pay via internet banking contact above for details
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